A. Conclusion

After analyzing the data, conclusions could be drawn as the following.

1. From the data, the dominant type of illocutionary was representatives (59.78%), it is figured by some performative acts in describing what the main character investigate such as: sampled, located, took, and other performative verbs in giving information.

2. The interpretation of the dominant type of illocutionary acts to the main character in the movie Sherlock Holmes: A Game of Shadows’ it is because the representatives described the situation of some related cases of the main character had as an investigation.

B. Suggestion

In relation to the conclusions, the following suggestions are staged.

1. Applied linguistics student, it is suggested to watch Sherlock Holmes A Game of Shadows’ because it has logical value about some attack of society cases in London which recently happened to our country which is very famous masterpiece of Arthur Conan Doyle but some applied student have not seen the language is used by the people at the time by using illocutionary acts theory and this movie also has a good moral teaching about the people who become greedy for themselves.
2. The readers, it is good to know illocutionary acts in daily life, so when the speaker and hearer have a conversation they will not get misunderstanding and the goal of conversation can be achieved.